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Motivation

Political scandals (a specific type of popularity shocks) are a constant feature 
of contemporary politics

They seem to matter both for politicians’ careers and (less obvious) for 
governance and politicians not involved in the scandal

NO  quantitative studies (except for re-running effects, e.g Hirano Snyder, 
QJPS 2012)



This Paper

We focus on a scandal affecting an incumbent party 

– (similar to recent scandals in Brazil and Spain)

The main political scandal in Italian recent history (“Tangentopoli” 1992-1994)

We use party cues to study the local (city level) effects of a national scandal 
(DiD analysis)

– We don’t focus on politicians involved in the scandal
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This Paper

 Political scandals have implications beyond the politicians directly involved 
because they may tarnish the party “brand”

 Politicians re-optimize their strategy (re-running, switching party)

 In turn, this leads to government crisis



Contribution

Political Accountability is often dysfunctional and poorly understood

Political accountability is based on retrospective voting (voting keeps politicians 
accountable)

The literature so far focused on voters’ reaction to a popularity shock, neglecting that 
politicians are part of this game

Ferraz and Finan (QJE, 2008); Nannicini et al. (AEJ, 2013); Bagues and Esteve-Volart
(JPE, 2016) Chong et al. (JofPol, 2014) neglecting that

Voting = shock + politicians reaction to the shock



Hypothesis

A negative popularity shock decreases the value of  a “Party Brand” (Snyder and Ting, 
AJPS 2002), therefore politicians’ re-optimize their behaviour with respect to their 
desired level of association with the party

i) a pure popularity effect

ii) politicians might expect reduced possibilities for gaining power

 At the individual level, politicians  withdraw support from parties involved in a 
scandal, this might imply: running as an independent, switching to another party, quit 
politics

 At the government level, this triggers government instability 
– both due to politicians within the scandal-hit party and those outside it (but in the same coalition) 



Empirical Analysis



Tangentopoli

• The biggest scandal in Italian modern history (1992-1994)
– About 23% of the Italian deputies were charged with corruption or other related crimes

– National Politicians charged in 19 out of 20 regions

• 2 incumbent parties, the Christian Democrats (DC) and the Italian Socialist 
Party (PSI) were the most hit (75%)
– The scandal leaded to the dissolution of the DC which ruled Italy since 1948

– The timing of this scandal was arguably unexpected by local politicians 

– The dissolution of DC was unexpected (at least in the first period of the scandal)

• A vast and established system of corruption, where public procurements 
were assigned in exchange for illegal contributions to political parties



Tangentopoli

National Elections

Tangentopoli

Start: Milan, 
February 1992

PSI leader (Craxi): 
“I’m the victim 
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National Elections

• In the period 1946-1993, Italy had a proportional electoral law 
– Provincial districts (32) for the low chamber (the "Camera") 

– Regional districts (20) for the high chamber (the "Senato")

• Last elections before Tangentopoli (in 1987), 3 main blocks: 

– CENTRIST BLOCK: the Christian Democrats (DC), the Italian Socialist Party (PSI)

– LEFTISH BLOCK: the Italian Communist Party (PCI), which will split in Democratic Party of 
the Left (PDS) and the Communist Refoundation Party (PRC)

– OTHERS: minor parties 



Local Elections

• Elections were held every 5 years

• Until 1993 municipalities voted with a proportional system where citizens 
voted for a party and/or a councilor, therefore coalitions’ governments 
were very common
– The mayor was appointed by city councilors after the elections

• After 1993, mayors are directly elected

• National parties had an established presence at the local level
– However, Civic Parties are very common

• Municipal governments: 
– managing and providing social services, transport, welfare and public works

– Setting local taxes (e.g. property tax) 



Local Elections (1991)



Government crisis

• We define government crisis in local governments all cases of early 
government dissolution (Gagliarducci and Paserman, 2011):

1. More than 50% of the councilors resigned (65% of early terminations)

2. The local budget was not approved on time

3. The mayor resigned or the councilors voted for the mayor’s impeachment 

4. Decay or death of the mayor

• After the fall of a local government, a commissioner rules until new 
elections (up to 12 months)

• Effect on public finance: In the 2 years following the fall of the local 
government, public investments decrease by 30% (Galletta, 2016)





Estimation Strategy

• If party labels are important, Tangentopoli provides an exogenous information 
shock to local politicians about the (relative) value of specific party brands

• The timing of Tangentopoli was unexpected by local politicians
• Only very few local politicians were themselves implicated

• Y = 1 whether a city council of the municipality i experiences an early 
termination in year t. 

• DC/PSI = 1 if the mayor belongs to national parties hit by the scandal (i.e., DC 
and PSI)

• Year, City and Year*Region FE
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Mechanisms: analysis at the individual level







Effect on re-running 
Mayors’ candidates – 1993-1995



Effect on re-election 
Mayors’ candidates – 1993-1995



Robustness Tests



Excluding Local Corruption

Instability might be due to local charged politicians

1. Exclude capital cities

2. Robustness test without cases with local charges

 In depth local news analysis (about 300 articles) based on 2 regions, one in 
the North (Piemonte) and one in the South (Puglia), including 18% of 
Italian cities

124 cases of instability in DC-PSI, 16 are linked to local charges: 13%

44 cases of instability in PCI/Other Parties, 11 are linked to local charges: 25%



Excluding Local Corruption
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The implosion of the DC

• Dissolution of DC in January 1994  politicians necessarily had to change 
party, which may provide a partial and ‘mechanical’ explanation for our 
party switching findings

1. We are able to monitor which politicians affiliated to DC prior to 
Tangentopoli were affiliated to DC-successor parties after 1993

2. The dissolution of DC was entirely unexpected at least until 23 June 1993, 
when the Secretary of DC suggested that “the end of DC would be 
possible”
– Our results hold for the year 1992

– No evidence of sudden increase in instability after June 1993

– This cannot explain the increased instability in municipalities with PCI mayors relative 
to municipalities with Civic Party mayors



Alternatives specifications

• We consider a city ruled by DC/PSI if the mayors belongs to DC/PSI, 
however we might consider different specifications

1. Mayor and all aldermen DC/PSI 

2. Mayor DC/PSI and at least one alderman from other parties (coalition)

3. Mayor from other parties and at least one alderman DC/PSI

4. Mayor and all aldermen from other parties

• The effect of the scandal on instability is highest for 1 and 2 and lowest 
for 4



Conclusions

 Political accountability shouldn’t ignore the supply side (politicians’ 
behaviors)

• Political scandals can have substantial implications also beyond the 
politicians directly involved in a scandal

• Relevance of party “brands” in contemporary politics, and highlight a 
potential ‘dark side’ of politicians’ partisan attachment

• Party labels may cause corruption scandals to spill over across politicians 
and levels of government

• Government instability might be seen as the result of individual-level –
rather than collective – decision-making processes














